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Screenshot Genius is a simple and small utility that enables you to take an screenshot of your active
window, either directly to the clipboard or save it to any folder on your disk. It can also create thumbnails,
apply background effects and text captions and provides a rich set of options. The tool doesn't require
setup and runs in the system tray. Set a hotkey for taking screenshots The main configuration panel has a
clean and intuitive look, where you can configure the global hotkey for taking snapshots, the tool to
automatically copy them to the clipboard or save it to a file on your disk. Moreover, it can automatically
save the project to file and later resume it. Create thumbnails, apply background effects, and insert text
You can edit the file naming pattern for bulk operations, create thumbnails and set their size, select the
preferred image format and JPEG quality level, as well as apply a background effect (e.g. blur, darken,
pixelate, posterize) and define the background width. Text captions may be added to any corner or margin
on the photo. Plus, you can pick the font type, size, color and effects. How it works After specifying a
hotkey for taking screenshots, it's necessary to activate the application from the "Screenshot" menu before
triggering the hotkey, otherwise it won't work. When an image is captured, Screenshot Genius shows it in
an embedded preview pane, and you can decide whether you want to continue capturing the screen or stop.
It can be minimized to the system tray to make it non-intrusive, while the project can be saved to file and
later resumed. Observations Several inconveniences can be noted here. Firstly, the tool doesn't let you
know that you must click a button to allow screenshot capturing, since this is usually enabled by default in
snapshot grabbers. On top of that, when this option is activated, it's not possible to make any kind of
modifications to the image (the panels with the previously described options become inaccessible). The
only unlocked options are for saving the project, or sending the app to the systray, or stopping Screenshot
Genius. This means that the settings must be configured before taking a snapshot. Plus, if the option to
save the image to file was enabled, Screenshot Genius doesn't give you the possibility to disregard the
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previewed picture (it's automatically saved whether you want the picture or not). Lastly, the program
doesn't integrate presets for quick selection when
Screenshot Genius Crack + [Mac/Win]
Take a snapshot of your active window, saving the image to file or the Clipboard. Simple and easy to use.
With KEYMACRO, you can take snapshots of your Windows desktop at the press of a button. You can
even create macros to automate the process, all with a simple, compact, and easy-to-use interface.
KEYMACRO includes a tray icon, a command line interface, and a number of configuration options for
creating your own workflow and shortcut keys. KEYMACRO is a compact solution that offers powerful,
customizable features: Take snapshots of your active Windows desktop using a single mouse click, similar
to instant cameras. Automate the process of taking multiple screenshots (to a maximum of 50) with
keyboard shortcuts. Make your own keyboard shortcuts and short cuts. Save your snapshots to file or to the
Clipboard. The Tray Icon KEYMACRO installs a tray icon on your Windows desktop. You can configure
how long it remains visible and allows you to control the application using its contextual menu and
keyboard shortcuts. Command Line Interface (CLI) For the impatient, or anyone who prefers working
from the command line, KEYMACRO provides a command line interface that lets you perform advanced
tasks in a simple and fast manner. Configuration Keymacro has a variety of configuration options for
changing its behavior. The following table lists some of the options: Description Keymoxor Configuration
Options Keymoxor Configuration Option Action Title Keymoxor Configuration Command Command
Line Options Description Command Line Options Command Name Command Line Arguments App
Name Version Command Line Arguments Description Command Line Arguments Command Line
Arguments Can be set from the GUI The clipboard management, when moving or copying the capture.
Disabled Supported image formats are BMP, JPEG, PNG and GIF. Jpeg Can be set from the GUI Set the
image format and quality. Jpeg Jpeg Set the image format and quality. Png Can be set from the GUI Set
the image format and quality. Png Png Set the image format and quality. Bmp Can be set from the GUI
Set the image format and quality. 81e310abbf
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Screenshot Genius is an application that helps you take screenshots of any window that you'd like. It can
capture active applications or websites, as well as your desktop. The application captures the window
without the need to bring the window to the front, which makes it more reliable and it can take screenshots
of full-screen windows. Screenshot Genius also supports customizations like save to file and set hotkeys to
perform bulk operations. It comes with customizable window capture settings. Key Features: ✔ Capture
images of active window ✔ Automatically save images to disk ✔ Customizable settings for active window
capture ✔ Create thumbnails from captured images ✔ Define hotkeys for taking screenshots ✔ Define
file naming pattern ✔ Set image size, format and quality ✔ Apply background effects ✔ Add text captions
to image ✔ Support for Windows 10 ✔ Support for Windows 8.1 ✔ Support for Windows 8 ✔ Support
for Windows 7 ✔ Support for Windows Vista ✔ Support for Windows XP ✔ Free to use ✔ No third-party
software required ✔ Works on all Windows platforms ✔ Easy to use ✔ Works anywhere in the screen
Description: ✔ Support for Windows 10 ✔ Support for Windows 8.1 ✔ Support for Windows 8 ✔
Support for Windows 7 ✔ Support for Windows Vista ✔ Support for Windows XP ✔ Free to use ✔ No
third-party software required ✔ Works on all Windows platforms ✔ Easy to use ✔ Works anywhere in the
screen Screenshots Guarantee: We offer a 30 day money back guarantee. We are so sure that you'll be
happy with our product that we offer a money back guarantee. If for any reason you are not completely
satisfied with our software for any reason just let us know and we'll refund the purchase price. Please enter
a valid email address! Please enter a valid email address! A confirmation email has been sent to the
address you provided. Please click on the link in this email to activate your subscription. First Name Last
Name I want to receive periodic updates and special offers. I understand that I can withdraw my consent at
any time. @NovaStudio_ This is a
What's New In Screenshot Genius?
Screenshot Genius is a highly effective screengrabber that lets you capture the current screen, as well as
drag and drop photos and screenshots. Not only does it let you capture and edit screenshots with ease, but
it also supports multiple languages including English, French, German, Japanese, and Korean, and it has a
hotkey to quickly grab screenshots. With this screencapturer, you can easily take screenshots in seconds
with a simple hotkey. Screenshot Genius for Mac is a professional screencapturer and screenshot editor
that lets you take screenshots in seconds, as well as make color adjustments and copy the active window to
the clipboard. Screenshot Genius is a powerful desktop capture tool that captures the active window as you
work, and can automatically capture and save screenshots in the BMP, GIF, PNG and JPG format, as well
as create thumbnails. Screenshots and Clipboard You can capture the current window to the clipboard,
save the captured image to file or send it to the desktop. Moreover, you can add background effects (e.g.
blur, darken, pixelate, posterize, pixelate, reverse, noise) and set a custom file naming pattern. Text
captions can be added to any corner or margin on the captured image. Using a hotkey Set a hotkey for
grabbing the active window The main configuration panel has a clean and intuitive look, where you can
configure the global hotkey for grabbing the active window and set the tool to automatically copy the
screenshot to the clipboard. Moreover, it can automatically save the screenshot to file anywhere on the
disk. Creating thumbnails, applying background effects, and inserting text You can edit the file naming
pattern for bulk operations, create thumbnails and set their size, select the preferred image format and
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JPEG quality level, as well as apply a background effect (e.g. blur, darken, pixelate, posterize, reverse,
noise) and define the background width. Text captions may be added to any corner or margin on the photo.
How it works After specifying a hotkey for capturing the active window, it's necessary to activate the
application from the "Screenshot" menu before triggering the hotkey, otherwise it won't work. When an
image is captured, Screenshot Genius shows it in an embedded preview pane, and you can decide whether
you want to continue capturing the screen or stop. It can be minimized to the system tray to make it nonintrusive, while the project can be saved to file and later resumed. Observations Several inconveniences
can be noted here. Firstly, the tool doesn't let you know that you must click a button to allow screenshot
capturing, since this is usually enabled by default in snapshot grabbers. On top of that, when this option is
activated, it's not possible to make any kind of
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System Requirements For Screenshot Genius:
Minimum: OS: Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor: 2 GHz Memory: 1 GB Graphics:
DirectX 9 graphics card (NVIDIA GeForce 7xxx or ATI Radeon Xxxx series) Hard Drive: 500 MB Other:
Wi-Fi Internet connection
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